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Why study XWhy study X--ray selected AGN clustering ?ray selected AGN clustering ?

Review of XReview of X--ray AGN clustering results ray AGN clustering results 

The FluxThe Flux--Dependent Dependent --Clustering of XClustering of X--ray selected AGN (CDFN & ray selected AGN (CDFN & 
CDFS clustering reCDFS clustering re--visited) and the consequent Luminosity visited) and the consequent Luminosity --
Dependent Clustering.Dependent Clustering.

Prerequisites for a consistent comparison of the different clustPrerequisites for a consistent comparison of the different clustering ering 
results.results.

Survey design to unambiguously determine highSurvey design to unambiguously determine high--z Xz X--ray AGN ray AGN 
clusteringclustering

Science cases: (a) Testing the unification paradigm at highScience cases: (a) Testing the unification paradigm at high--zz’’ss, (b) , (b) 
Modelling the AGN bias evolution, (b) Cosmological inference of Modelling the AGN bias evolution, (b) Cosmological inference of 
highhigh--z AGN clusteringz AGN clustering

Outline of Talk



XX--ray selected AGNs can be detected at very high ray selected AGNs can be detected at very high zz´́ss and thus can and thus can 
provide important clues on provide important clues on δρδρ//ρρ at such at such zz´́ss. Furthermore their . Furthermore their 
clustering properties can provide important constraints on the rclustering properties can provide important constraints on the relation elation 
between AGN activity and DM halo hosts and on Cosmological between AGN activity and DM halo hosts and on Cosmological 
parameters, while when combined with other LS data (parameters, while when combined with other LS data (SNIaSNIa) on the ) on the 
darkdark--energy equation of state.energy equation of state.

The relation between local and distant AGN clustering can shed The relation between local and distant AGN clustering can shed 
light on the cosmic evolution of the AGN phenomenon.light on the cosmic evolution of the AGN phenomenon.

Can test unification paradigm since both type I and Can test unification paradigm since both type I and IIII’’ss should should 
sample similar environments.sample similar environments.

XX--rays have the advantage over optical in that (a) highrays have the advantage over optical in that (a) high--z fainter z fainter 
sources are probed and (b) that type II sources are probed and (b) that type II AGNsAGNs, largely missed in optical , largely missed in optical 
surveys, are included in Xsurveys, are included in X--ray surveys.ray surveys.

Why Study X-ray selected AGN Clustering ?



Pot-pourri of  high-z AGN Clustering results

Conflicting ResultsConflicting Results
1.1. Vikhlinin & Forman 1995 Vikhlinin & Forman 1995 -- ROSAT quite strong clusteringROSAT quite strong clustering

2.2. CowieCowie et al 2002; Manners et al 2003 et al 2002; Manners et al 2003 –– Chandra strong fieldChandra strong field--toto--field field 
fluctuations, while Kim et al. 2004 weak fluctuations, while Kim et al. 2004 weak ff--ff fluctuations. fluctuations. 

3.3. Carrera et al 1998 Carrera et al 1998 –– ROSAT spectroscopic data found weak clustering ROSAT spectroscopic data found weak clustering 

4.4. Yang et al 2003 Yang et al 2003 -- significant Chandra angular clustering (~0.4 degsignificant Chandra angular clustering (~0.4 deg22))

5.5. GilliGilli et al. 2005: CDFS et al. 2005: CDFS –– CDFN CDFN ξξ(r) (r) differencedifference

6.6. Yang et al. 2006; CLASXS  quite strong clustering (~0.4 degYang et al. 2006; CLASXS  quite strong clustering (~0.4 deg22))

7.7. Basilakos et al. 2004; 2005;  strong clustering (XMM/2dF  ~2 degBasilakos et al. 2004; 2005;  strong clustering (XMM/2dF  ~2 deg22))

8.8. Miyaji et al. 2006 weak XMM clustering (COSMOS survey ~2 degMiyaji et al. 2006 weak XMM clustering (COSMOS survey ~2 deg22))

9.9. PuccettiPuccetti et al. 2006 intermediate clustering (ELAISet al. 2006 intermediate clustering (ELAIS--S1 surveyS1 survey-- ~0.6 deg~0.6 deg22))

10.10. Ghandi et al. 2006 no HB clustering detection (XMM LSS ~4 degGhandi et al. 2006 no HB clustering detection (XMM LSS ~4 deg22))

11.11. Carrera et al. 2007 weak XMM clustering in HB and quite strong iCarrera et al. 2007 weak XMM clustering in HB and quite strong in SB.n SB.



Comparison of some X-ray AGN correlation results
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The conflicting clustering results could be due to a variety of The conflicting clustering results could be due to a variety of issues issues 
related to:related to:

••Different biases that enter due to different Different biases that enter due to different PSFsPSFs ((amplification biasamplification bias) or different ) or different 
solid angles (solid angles (Integral constraintIntegral constraint).).

••Different survey Different survey flux limitsflux limits which imply different which imply different zz’’ss traced and possibly different traced and possibly different 
populations of sources, which usually have different clustering.populations of sources, which usually have different clustering.

••Possible different input Possible different input logNlogN--logSlogS used to determine the random source used to determine the random source 
distribution (even for the same instrument) since it should be cdistribution (even for the same instrument) since it should be clear that this can play lear that this can play 
an impressively important role in the outcomean impressively important role in the outcome ξξ(r) or w((r) or w(θθ)). . 

••The The clustering evolution modelclustering evolution model which should be the same (for example, stable which should be the same (for example, stable 
in in comovingcomoving coordinates or in physical coordinates).coordinates or in physical coordinates).

••If results are based on a 2If results are based on a 2--D analysis then the D analysis then the luminosity functionluminosity function assumed and assumed and 
the the cosmologycosmology used (used (ΩΩmm, , ΩΩΛΛ, , HHoo) in Limber) in Limber’’s equation should be the same (for s equation should be the same (for 
example the example the Vikhlinin & Forman 1995 ROSAT result increases from 8.5 hVikhlinin & Forman 1995 ROSAT result increases from 8.5 h--11 MpcMpc to to 
12 h12 h--11 MpcMpc).).

Pot-pourri of  high-z AGN Clustering results
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Plionis et al. (2008) CDFs re-analysis

FLUX-LIMIT  DEPENDENT 
CLUSTERING !!



Does Limbers inversion (+ LDDE Φ(L) ) give consistent 
results with direct Chandra ξ(r) analyses ? 

Indeed very good consistency of 2D 3D results with direct ξ(r) results!



Flux-limit dependence results into a X-ray luminosity 
dependence of z~1 AGN clustering



Although the flux-limit dependence of the X-ray AGN 
clustering provides an overall consistency platform of the 
different survey results, there is still quite a large scatter 
(mostly due to Cosmic Variance) and an inconsistency of 

some hard-band results !

THEREFORE, it is essential to address in a conclusive 
manner the high-z X-ray selected AGN clustering. More so 

because it has important consequences for a variety of  
AGN related issues, among which the effects of the local 
environment to the AGN process, testing the unification 
paradigm, tracing the evolution of the AGN bias, which 
can provide important information on the type of DM 

halos that AGN inhabit and finally it can provide 
important cosmological constraints



Our Suggestion is to cover 2 areas of the sky with 10ksec

From Kim et al. (2007) From Kim et al. (2007) logNlogN--logSlogS wewe expectexpect in total in total 9000090000 soft (2 x soft (2 x 
1010--1515 ergs/sec cmergs/sec cm22) and ) and 4500045000 hardhard--band (10band (10--1414 ergs/sec cmergs/sec cm22) sources, ) sources, 
in in factfact ~1/2 ~1/2 willwill probablyprobably bebe detecteddetected due to due to vignettingvignetting).    ).    

UnprecedentedUnprecedented S/N of S/N of expectedexpected w(w(θθ) ) measurmentmeasurment..

• The SWIRE area which covers 6 non-contiguous areas with a 
total surface of ~ 50 deg2: ELAIS N1-N2 (14 deg2), Lochman hole
(11 deg2), south XMM-LSS (9 deg2), CDF-S (8 deg2), ELAIS S1 (7 
deg2), which have excellent optical follow-ups (eg., CDF-S, 
Lochman hole down to r~25). The mid-IR data will provide
accurate photo-z’s and thus enable a 3D analysis !
• 100 deg2 on the SDSS stripe-82 in order to measure large-
wavelength contribution to AGN clustrering (BAOs ?). Covered by 
multiwavelength data (deep SDSS, UKIDSS,… see contribution of 
Richards et al). 7 Msec (using 5 pointings/deg2)



The angular correlation function and its estimation

Its error estimation

The power law fit model

The ACF (w) The ACF (w) measuresmeasures the the excessexcess probabilityprobability of of findingfinding
twotwo sources in the sources in the skysky atat a a givengiven angularangular distance distance withwith
respect to a respect to a randomrandom uniformuniform distribution. w=0 distribution. w=0 whenwhen the the 
samplesample distribution distribution isis randomrandom and and homogeneoushomogeneous..

The real value of the The real value of the angularangular correlationcorrelation functionfunction isis
measuredmeasured withwith an an estimatorestimator, , mainlymainly the Hamilton and the Hamilton and 
LandyLandy--SzalaySzalay estimatorsestimators (Hamilton 1993; (Hamilton 1993; LandyLandy and and 
SzalaySzalay 1993).1993).

The The errorerror estimation of the estimation of the measuredmeasured correlationcorrelation
functionfunction isis givengiven by by thisthis formula, formula, wherewhere DD DD isis the the 
numbernumber of of independantindependant source pairs source pairs atat a a givengiven angularangular
separationseparation

Most of the Most of the angularangular correlationcorrelation resultsresults in in bothboth soft and soft and 
hard Xhard X--ray ray selectedselected samplessamples cancan bebe fittedfitted by a power by a power 
lawlaw..

On the need of a large X-ray survey



On the need of a large X-ray survey
Angular correlation function:  Basilakos et al. (2004,2005); Carrera et       
al. (2007); Gandhi et al. (2006), Yang et  al. (2003),…

Sky area in the range [0.1-10] deg2  Cosmic variance
Comparison of the soft band and the hard band angular correlation
functions leads to non significant (2-3 sigma level) and controversial results.                   

Spatial correlation function: Gilli et al. (2005); Yang et al. (2006),…

Sky area in the range [0.1-1] deg2                           Cosmic variance !!!

Comparison of the evolution of both the soft and hard X-ray selected AGN  
clustering properties and of  b(z) as a function of the redshift also lead to non   
significant (2-3 sigma level) results.

X-ray survey both over a much wider sky area and with a large sample size



What is the required size for the large X-ray survey?

The angular correlation function (eg. Gandhi et al. 2006)

The The definitiondefinition of a confidence of a confidence levellevel of the ACF (xof the ACF (x--sigma sigma levellevel) ) alongalong withwith the the assumptionassumption of a of a 
power power lawlaw model model leadlead to the  to the  requiredrequired numbernumber of of independantindependant source pairs in source pairs in eacheach binbin

1)1) 1164 sources over 5 deg1164 sources over 5 deg22 in the soft Xin the soft X--ray band ([0.5ray band ([0.5--2] 2] keVkeV band): band): 

230 230 arcsecarcsec atat the 4the 4--sigma sigma levellevel requiresrequires aroundaround 45000 pairs but 45000 pairs but onlyonly 1600 are 1600 are foundfound

The The skysky area area needsneeds to to bebe increasedincreased by 5.3 as N by 5.3 as N scalesscales as DDas DD0.5 0.5 and and thusthus aroundaround
26 deg26 deg2 2 needneed to to bebe coveredcovered..

+ photo+ photo--z in z in orderorder to to partiallypartially removeremove projection projection effectseffects: z: z--distridistri for soft AGN of for soft AGN of 
HasingerHasinger et al. (2005):  et al. (2005):  aroundaround 80 deg80 deg22 for ACF in 3 z for ACF in 3 z binsbins in the range [0in the range [0--3.2]3.2]



What is the required size for the large X-ray survey?

The angular correlation function (Gandhi et al. 2006)

2) 209 sources over 2 deg2) 209 sources over 2 deg22 in the hard Xin the hard X--ray band ([2ray band ([2--10] 10] keVkeV band)  band)  selectedselected in 20 in 20 ksks pointingpointing

and and whichwhich have HR>have HR>--0.2: 0.2: 

270 270 arcsecarcsec atat the 4the 4--sigma sigma levellevel requiresrequires aroundaround 11000 pairs but 11000 pairs but onlyonly 170 are 170 are foundfound
The The skysky area area needsneeds to to bebe increasedincreased by 8 as N by 8 as N scalesscales as DDas DD0.5 0.5 and and thusthus aroundaround
16 deg16 deg2 2 needneed to to bebe coveredcovered. . 

For 10 For 10 ksks XX--ray ray pointingspointings, the , the limitinglimiting flux flux willwill getget aroundaround 2 times 2 times brighterbrighter. . HoweverHowever
accordingaccording to to theirtheir log(N)log(N)--log(S), the log(S), the numbernumber of sources of sources isis decreaseddecreased by 2.83.by 2.83.

The The requiredrequired size of the Xsize of the X--ray ray surveysurvey isis 16*2.83=45 deg16*2.83=45 deg2    2    

TwoTwo XX--ray ray surveyssurveys 50 deg50 deg22 + 100 deg+ 100 deg2   2   of 10ks of 10ks withwith XMMXMM



Science case 1: Science case 1: testing the Unification Paradigm at z~1
According to the unified scheme picture, the spatial distribution of type I and type II AGN should
not differ significantly as they are thought to be intrinsically the same objects. Moreover both
types should share the same clustering evolution as a function of the redshift.

An alternative model (Fabian et al. 1999) argues that highly obscured AGN represent the initial 
phase of a black hole. According to this model, the correlation function’s amplitude would
increase with the redshift since newly formed galaxies and mergers should have been more 
numerous in the past.

The angular correlation function of both soft and   
hard X-ray selected AGN are rather consistent.

Most angular correlation function analysis, even if        
controversial, yield the same general result : there
are no very significant differences between the 
clustering properties of soft and hard X-ray AGN.
+ HR cut: not consistent (e.g Gandhi et al. 2006; 
Carrera et al. 2007).

This global trend is also found in spatial correlation
function analysis like the one of Yang et al. (2006).

Gandhi et al. (2006)

Large X-ray survey badly needed to conclusively test these two pictures



Data: SDSS DR5 (Shen et 
al. 2007)

SDSS DR4 (Maiers et al. 
2006)

2QZ (Croom et al. 2005)

Croom et al 2005 fitting function 

Hopkins et al. 2007

Basilakos, Plionis & 
Ragone-Figueroa 2008

Fitting for M~1013 M☼
DM halos

The extragalactic mass tracer fluctuation field is related proportionally to that of the underlying 
mass:

Science case 2: Science case 2: X-ray AGN Bias Evolution



Bias Evolution of X-ray AGNs

Implication:
Xray selected AGN’s at z~1 should reside today in overdensities

related to poor clusters and groups of galaxies

Various X-ray Results



Model AGN Correlations

P(k) is the Cold Dark Matter power spectrum.
• b(z) and D(z) is the evolution of bias and 
linear growing fluctuation mode respectively.                   

Linear Perturbation Theory
(Peebles 1993) for w=-1 and w=-1/3

(Basilakos & Plionis 2003) w=-2/3

Comparing the measured ξ(r) with 
that expected from the models we 
can estimate different sets of 
Cosmological parameters.

Science case 3: Science case 3: Cosmological Inference from modeling 
AGN correlations



X-ray Likelihoods 

432 X-ray sources in the soft energy band 
(0.2-2)keV found in the XMM data 

SNIa Likelihhods
172 SNIa, Tonry

et al. (2003)
0.1<z<1.4

+

In order to to combine the X-ray clustering properties with 
the SNIa data we have to perform a joined likelihood:

Note that c= c (Ωm ,w, Ho  ) , We use further results from 
Observational Cosmology: the age of the Universe should 
be greater than the age of the globular clusters should be 
greater than TToo>12.7 >12.7 GyrGyr.

We can 
obtain 

exactly:
Ωm ,w, Ho

Cosmological InferenceCosmological Inference



Preliminary Cosmological ResultsPreliminary Cosmological Results

Hubble Constant sensitive to AGN clustering but insensitive to bias: Ho=72 km/sec Mpc



1. Limiting flux (ie., luminosity & z) dependence of high-z X-ray 
selected AGN clustering explains disparate results but still large 
scatter due to Cosmic Variance and ?

2. Need large XMM survey: We propose 50 deg2 in SWIRE region (to 
take advantage of mid-IR for good photo-z’s) and 100 deg2 in SDSS 
stripe-82 (due to multi-λ & spectroscopic coverage) in order to 
measure large wavelength range of correlation function and possibly 
BAOs. 

Important science cases include:
1. Test the unification paradigm by investigating the clustering evolution 

of types I and II AGN.
2. Bias evolution of X-ray selected AGNs at z~1. Preliminary results 

show a present bias of bo~2 (ie., X-ray z~1 AGNs live today in 
moderate overdensities… eg. poor clusters and groups of galaxies).

3. Cosmological inference: Preliminary results show that high-z X-ray 
AGN clustering is consistent with Ωm=0.26-0.28 (flat universe is 
assumed), h=0.7, σ8 =0.75 consistent with WMAP 3y. Joint likelihood 
with SNIa can be used to constraint Dark Energy equation of state:   -
0.9<w<-1.05

ConclusionsConclusions





The extragalactic mass tracer fluctuation field is related proportionally to that of the underlying 
mass:

Science case 2: Science case 2: X-ray AGN Bias Evolution

Bias using Linear Perturbation Theory: Basilakos & Plionis
ApJ 2001, 2003. Note that β=3(1+w)

Tracer population conserved 
in time

Merging allowed



Exponent γ -- flux-limit dependence 



Note that our 2D 3D CDFN & CDFS results can be directly 
compared with the direct ξ(r) results of Gilli et al (2005) because their 

analysed z based subsample is a random realization of the whole 
source catalogue (no flux-dependence) – verified by KS tests

Only CDFN (soft) 
shows different 

distribution but not 
systematically brighter 

fluxes…



Random catalogues reproduce logN-logS in 2 ways: (a) using as input the 
theoretical curve (left panel) or (b) directly the one recovered by the X-ray 
sources themselves (right panel).

CDFN

CDFS



RESULTS: The CDFN and CDFS angular clustering properties

There is a strong w(θ)
flux limit dependence
in both CDFN & 
CDFS (for the soft & 
hard bands)



To investigate issue of clustering differences we have re-
analysed the CDFN and CDFS clustering properties

•We use newly determined sensitivity maps (F.Bauer), which reduce 
by ~10% the Alexander et al. (2003) number of X-ray sources. 

•We use the Bauer et al. (2004) classification and select only the 
AGNs in the 0.5-2 and 2-8 keV bands 

• In order to use all the available sources and to avoid possible
problems with misidentified optical counterparts, we work in angular 
space and then invert using Limbers equation and the LDDE 
luminosity functions of Hasinger et al 2006 (soft-band) and La Franca 
et al 2005 or Ueda et al. 2003 (hard-band).

•We verify that the logN-logS reproduces the Kim et al. (2007)  and 
we take great care to reproduce it in the random-catalogues [used for 
the w(θ) analysis] by using also the same sensitivity maps used to find 
the sources.



Limber’s Integral equation relates angular and spatial correlations under the 
assumption of power law correlations !

Modelling the evolution of the spatial correlation function by:

Where p determines type of evolution (eg. p=(3+ε)=1.8 constant clustering in 
comoving coordinates)

Inverting from projected to 3D correlations


